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IM FRENCH 
MAY 2006 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT  
 
129 candidates registered for the French Intermediate examination and one was absent. Three 
candidates sat only for the oral part of the examination. The following table shows the distribution 
of grades. 
 

Table 1 : Distribution of Grades May 2006 
 

Grade A B C D E F Abs. Total 
No. Of 
Grades 6 16 18 26 44 18 1 129 

% of Total 4.7 12.4 14.0 20.2 34.1 14.0 0.8 100 
 
The examination consisted of one written paper and an oral examination. 
 
The Written examination 
 

1. Free Composition (25 marks) 
 

The most popular title was by far (a), chosen by 52% of the candidates. Some essays made 
pleasant reading as some candidates made interesting suggestions as to how improvements in 
their village could take place. 26% of the candidates chose title (c) which provided them with a 
real life situation. Fourteen candidates chose title (d) and twelve chose title (b) Malte et son 
folklore. One is led to conclude that candidates generally avoid titles that require creativity and 
imagination as was the case for title (d).  Regarding title (b) one hopes that the reason that it was 
the most unpopular title is not that candidates are not well-versed with their country’s traditions! 
 
44% of the candidates failed in the essay. Although this figure shows a slight improvement over 
last year’s failure rate, it is still unacceptably high. Candidates who ignore basic grammar rules, 
such as agreement rules of the adjective with the noun it qualifies, or the agreement rule of the 
past participle or the conjugation, even in the present tense, of common irregular verbs and not 
uncommonly also of regular verbs, the wrong use of the imparfait and the passé composé, 
confusion between the direct and the indirect object, are bound to fail, sometimes miserably, in 
this exercise. The candidates’ generally limited vocabulary results in the repetition of the same 
word or in giving the Italian equivalent plus an accent or two. Candidates should strive to enrich 
their vocabulary especially through reading. 
 

2. Summary (25 marks) 
 
A third of the candidates failed this exercise while 9% obtained 80% or more. Most candidates 
were careful not to exceed 110 words. Candidates lost marks for the following reasons : 
a) important ideas were not expressed or were misunderstood 
b) the text was reproduced, sometimes incorrectly 
c) some candidates find it difficult to express their ideas clearly and correctly 
d) errors of syntax and of orthography 
 

3. Literature (15 marks) 
 
All the candidates were prepared for Maupassant’s selection of short stories and not a single 
candidate answered the question on La Fontaine. Question 3(a) was answered by 78% of the 
candidates. This question required candidates to choose three out of the five reasons that the 
critic gives for the popularity of Maupassant’s contes and to comment on them. Some candidates 
simply commented on only one or two of the reasons mentioned. Others failed to provide 
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appropriate references to the text to support their arguments. Most of the candidates who chose 
question 3 (b), generally fared well as they argued adequately and illustrated by means of 
relevant quotations and references the way in which the characters in Maupassant’s contes come 
to terms with their misery and distress. While 10% of the candidates failed in this literature 
question, 26% obtained a mark equivalent to 80% or higher. 
 
 

4. Civilisation (15 marks) 
 
34% of the candidates failed this exercise, while 12% obtained 80% of the mark or higher. Some 
candidates failed miserably as they did not study, with the result that some did not answer the 
questions at all, while others invented answers such as that Drancy is renowned for its cheese or 
for its wine ! Candidates performed best in the exercice d’association (A vi). Some obtained full 
marks, though a small number of candidates reproduced wrongly the example given and wrote in 
their paper another letter other than c for 1 ! 
 
Some candidates make mistakes as they rush to answer a question without reading it carefully, 
ex. A iii Nommez dans la région parisienne : (a) deux parcs de loisir. Some wrote Futuroscope 
but Futuroscope is not situated there. Another example refers to the two airports in the Paris 
region for which few candidates gave an answer. Similarly, in question B, candidates were asked 
to « montrer comment   [and not « pourquoi » !] les Français ont modifié leurs habitudes 
alimentaires».The question was on habitudes alimentaires, so sports activities did not come into it 
at all ! Spelling mistakes included many versions for Bordeaux and even more for Bourgogne as 
well as careless spelling mistakes in vocabulary given in the question itself, such as in B ii 
« plats » is replaced in the script by « plates ».  
 
One candidate answered both a and b and two candidates left out this question completely. 
Some candidates give the impression that they study their civilistion programme at the last 
minute, with the result that their knowledge is confused. They should assimilate throughout the 
two years the few pages that make such interesting reading and which acquaint them with life 
and culture in France. 
 
The Oral Examination (20 marks) 
 
The main difficulties that the reading passages presented to the candidates were due to the fact 
that the candidates tend to read at a fast rate, regardless of punctuation marks and with poor 
articulation. Thus they tend to skip monosyllabic words like se, en or de. Interference with English 
words with more or less the same spelling is another factor that contributes to loss of marks : 
phase, matchs in Lecture 1 ; chance in Lecture 2. Jeunes was repeatedly pronounced jaunes. 
Montpellier and meilleur proved difficult for some candidates. More practice is needed for 
candidates to perform better both in reading and in conversation. Few candidates feel confident 
enough to react naturally to a question by answering in a coordinated manner, in one or more 
complete sentences, as in any normal conversation. 25% of the candidates however did very 
well, obtaining 80% or higher in this exercise. 
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